THE ORIGINS OF CUFF BRACELETS IN WEST BALT CULTURES (ACCORDING TO DATA FROM SAMBIAN-NATANGIAN CULTURE CEMETERIES)
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The category of cuff bracelets characteristic of West Balt Bogaczewo and Sudovian cultures during B2/C1 and C1 is examined in the context of previously unknown data from cemeteries in the Sambian-Natangian area. The paper presents the reconstruction and analysis of Sirenevo (Eisselbitten) burial 30, based on new data from Moskovskoye 1 Cemetery, making it possible to examine the chronology and range of this jewellery type in a somewhat new light.
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One of the major objectives of Southeast and East Baltic archaeology in the first half of the 1st millennium is the study of intercultural contacts and mutual influence among the West Balts on the basis of data from burial assemblages and the solution of the issue of the nature of this mutual influence (Okulicz 1976; Kaczyński 1991; Bliujienė 2011, pp.35–203; Banytė-Rowell 2015, pp.40–57; Khomiakova 2015).

The Sambian-Natangian area (Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture), as one of the core contact zones in the Baltic region, holds a unique position among the West Balt cultures (see Nowakowski 1991, pp.52–61; 1996, p.80; Bitner-Wróblewska 2001, p.22). Various artefacts discovered in burial grounds on the Kaliningrad (Sambian) Peninsula provide a material reflection of the intercultural contacts in West Balt territory. These finds play a role in the definition of the culture and the chronological framework.

1 In this article, the West Balts are understood to mean the community of Roman period archaeological cultures located in the Southeast Baltic region bounded by the Rivers Vistula (Pol. Wisła), Neman (Lith. Nemunas), and Daugava (Western Dvina), and the watershed area in the vicinity of the Lake Narach (Bliujienė 2013, pp.78–80, pav. 24).
Cuff bracelets hold an important place among these items. This type of Sambian-Natangian artefact is represented in all of the chronological-typological schemes of the West Balt material culture. Such bracelets, together with other elements dating to the Early Roman period in Kazimierz Godłowski’s chronological system, are regarded as one of the indicators of the ‘younger phase’ (Late Roman period) of the West Balt culture (Godłowski 1974, tab. 5:13). Jerzy Okulicz (1973, pp.404–405, ryc. 191:b) named them indicators of Central European phase C1 in the Sambian-Natangian area. They are also indicative of phase 2 in the Dollkeim-Kovrovo culture according to Wojciech Nowakowski (1996, pp.48–49, Tab. 107:Phase 2). Cuff bracelets have been attributed by the present author to phase 2 (value 43) and synchronized with Central-European phases B2/C1 and C1a in the chronology of female clothing elements (Хомякова 2012b, pp.259–260, рис. 9).

The cuff bracelet from the second half of the 19th–early 20th-century excavation of burial 30 in Sirenevo (Eisselbitten) Cemetery serves as a ‘key item’ (Fig. 1:1). The burial’s inventory is only known from illustrations in the 1902 book by Otto Tischler and Heinrich Kemke Ostpreußische Altertümer aus der Zeit der großen Gräberfelder nach Christi Geburt (Tischler, Kemke 1902, Tab. XIV:19) (Fig. 1:1–5). The lack of information on the burial inventory is responsible for it having been considered somewhat ‘alien’ to the material culture of the Sambian-Natangian area (e.g. Кулаков 2015, pp.184–185, рис. 1). Archival data and finds preserved at the Museum for Prehistory and Early History, Berlin (hereinafter SMB-PK MVF), have allowed the inventory of this
‘atypical’ burial to be reconstructed. Its analysis, in the context of other finds, including recent ones, makes it possible to discuss the origins, chronology, and context of cuff bracelets in the West Balt cultures.

RECONSTRUCTION OF SIRENEVO BURIAL 30

The Tischler’s 1878 investigation at Eisselbitten Cemetery (Eisselbitten bei Rudau Kreis Fischhausen, now Sirenevo, Zelenogradsk District, Kaliningrad Oblast) (Tischler 1879, p.259; 1880, pp.5–10) saw the excavation of 160 burials. The 1902 monograph by Tischler and Kemke contained descriptions of ten urn and pit cremations: burials 17, 18, 24, 29, 30, 47, 52, 119, 130, and 146 (Tischler, Kemke 1902, pp.26–27). The archives of the Prussian Cultural Heritage Foundation at the SMB-PK MVF contain the cemetery’s excavation records drawn from Tischler’s field logbook but they lack a description and plan of burial 30.

According to the description in the aforementioned monograph, burial 30, an urn cremation, contained: a large urn, five bronze bracelets, iron crotal-shaped pendants (Schellenberlocken), two ring-shaped pendants with loops, two long bronze straps, a Roman coin, a small spherical bead (millefiori), and three melted glass cylindrical beads (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p.27). Kemke points out in his notes, appended to the description, that this burial inventory has still not been completely identified. The bracelets from burial 30 were mentioned by Tischler in the proceedings of the Physical and Economic Society (Physikalisch-ökonomische Gesellschaft). It was characterized as a ‘very rich female burial’ (Tischler 1880, p.9) but its inventory was not itemised. Kemke also mentions pieces of bronze sheet metal and three crossbow fibulae (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p.27). The catalogue compiled by Sture Bolin likewise mentions three crossbow fibulae, two decorated with notched-wire rings. Bolin (1926, p.211) also attributes an indefinable pierced bronze Roman coin (sesterce) to burial 30, citing Tischler’s monograph, which only mentions Roman coins from Eisselbitten Cemetery (Tischler 1879, p.214).

The information found in Marta Schmiedehelm’s archive (hereinafter MSA) for the inventory of burial 30 largely coincides with the data from Tischler and Kemke’s publication and Bolin’s description (MSA 9.21-11). It has references to the illustrated bracelets, three crossbow fibulae, two of which are decorated with notched-wire rings, crotal-shaped pendants, two ring-shaped pendants, two long bronze straps, a pierced Roman coin, and beads. Meanwhile, Schmiedehelm’s catalogue provides evidence that the burial contained, *inter alia*, two spindle whorls and two iron buckles, the outline of one being shown in Fig. 1:6.

The items from Eisselbitten Cemetery are classified as being among the oldest pieces in the Physical and Economic Society collection, which survived among the remains of the Prussia Museum collection stored in the SMB-PK MVF. The identification of those bracelets, which have a specific morphology, appears to be the most accurate. They were assigned the following inventory numbers: 16531 and 16532 – cuff bracelets, 165322 – a coiled bracelet fragment, 16533 – a band bracelet, and 16543 – a ring-shaped item with a flattened thickened terminal (Figs. 2; 3:1, 5, 8). The following items are also likely to belong to burial 30: no. 16539 – folded bronze sheet metal (Fig. 3:11), which may be part of a bronze pendant, no. 16538 – a fibula pin that has partially melted away, no. 16536 – a fibula spring (Fig. 3:3), no. 16543 – sheet metal decorated with a stamped design (Fig. 3:9), no. 16540 – a ring-shaped pendant (Fig. 3:6), and nos. 16529 and 16530 – crossbow fibulae (Fig. 3:2, 4).

\[^2\text{In many cases different items from the old collection of Prussia-museum (usually from one cemetery or grave) have the same inventory numbers.}\]
Fig. 2. Cuff bracelets from Sirenevo burial 30: 1 – SMB-PK MVF, PM, no. 16531; 2 – SMB-PK MVF, PM, no. 16532. Drawings and photos by O. Khomiakova.
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Fig. 3. The partial inventory of Sirenevo burial 30: 1, 5 – bracelets (SMB-PK MVF, PM, nos. 16532, 16533); 2–4 – two fibulae and a fibula spring (SMB-PK MVF, PM, nos. 16529, 16530, 16536); 6 – a ring (SMB-PK MVF, PM, no. 16540); 7, 10 – beads (SMB-PK MVF, PM, nos. 16550, 16558); 8 – a ring-shaped item with a flattened, widened terminal (SMB-PK MVF, PM, no. 16543); 9, 11 – sheet metal with stamped decorations (SMB-PK MVF, PM, no. 16543). 1–6, 9, 11 – bronze; 7, 10 – glass. Drawings and photos by O. Khomiakova
The identification of beads appears to be more complicated. Items, which have similar descriptions and might have belonged to burial 30, bear inventory numbers 16550 and 16558 (Fig. 3:7, 10), but they cannot be attributed to this burial with full confidence. The iron artefacts: the buckles and crotal-shaped pendants mentioned by Tischler and Schmiedehelm, if they have survived, may be among the unidentified finds from the Prussia Museum collection preserved in the SMB-PK MVF.

**INVENTORY DESCRIPTION**

The items remaining in the SMB-PK MVF include:

The cuff bracelets, items nos. 16531 and 16532 (Fig. 2), are 6.60–7.60 cm in diameter with a 2.53–3.76 cm wide shank. The 0.16–0.19 cm thick sheet metal shank of the claspless ornaments has a convex profile and is decorated with a geometrical design formed by rows of chased pits and grooves interspersed with repoussé ridges. The terminals are decorated with a geometrical design that combines vertical lines of notches and pits. Bracelet no. 16532 (Fig. 2:2) is distorted, its terminals having been pushed inwards, and one terminal has a 0.44 cm diameter perforation.

A spiral bracelet, item no. 16532 (Fig. 3:5), has survived incompletely and bears traces of having been in a fire. The extant piece, which consists of two fused shank fragments with a roughly 0.50 cm convex cross-section, is 5.52 cm long and 0.95 cm wide in the middle. The surface is adorned with sets of four parallel rows of oblique grooves that form a zigzag pattern. According to the published data, the shank was turned in three spiral volutes. The terminals are roundish, flattened, and decorated with the spherical knobs.

A bracelet, item no. 16533 (Fig. 3:1), also survived incompletely. One end, where the terminal has melted off, is distorted. The diameter ranges from 5.67 to 6.75 cm. The shank has a 0.75 cm wide, roughly 0.9 cm high triangular cross-section. The surface is adorned with parallel, vertical notched ridges created by incising grooves.

Item 16543 (Fig. 3:8) is worth noting. The ring-shaped, 5.25–5.93 cm diameter, cast object was made from a roundish rod, roughly 0.24 cm in diameter, one half of which has been flattened, giving it a triangular cross-section, and decorated on the outside with grooves in a pattern similar to a ‘wolf’s tooth’. Both ends bear traces of having been broken off, which indicates that the item is incomplete. Traces of tinplating can be seen on its surface.

One fibula, item no. 16529 (Fig. 3:4), is 6.58 cm long and 3.0 cm wide with a 4.6 cm long spring. It has a pentagonal cross-section arched bow decorated with rings and ridges.

The second fibula with notched wire decoration has not survived but, according to the MSA description, which lists item 20 in Table III in Tischler and Kemke’s monograph (Tischler, Kemke 1902, Taf. III:20) as analogous, it was decorated with a single ring. Item 16536, part of a spring, might have come from it (Fig. 3:3).

The third fibula, item no. 16530 (Fig. 3:2), features a bent foot and three knobs: one on the end of each axis pin and one on the head. The arched bow has a faceted cross-section. The fibula is 5.47 cm long, 2.29 cm wide, and has a 3.28 cm long spring.

Item 16538, a pin with a melted end, is likely to have come from a fibula.

Item 16543 (Fig. 3:9), which is 7.52 x 3.43 cm, was probably rectangular originally. It is made of tin sheet metal (roughly 0.59 cm wide) decorated with a bumpy repoussé design. The same repoussé was mentioned as being on the item’s edges. The object’s description and dimensions approximately correspond to the MSA data for a 10 x 4 cm piece of sheet metal. The object had probably deteriorated in storage. Item 16539 (Fig. 3:11), a 2.12 x 1.83 cm x 0.183 cm piece of folded sheet metal, is considered to be a fragment of item 16543.

Item 16540 (Fig. 3:6) is an open ring-shaped artefact made from circular cross-section wire. The ring has a roughly 3.26 cm diameter.
Item 16550 (Fig. 3:10) is an elongated (2.68 cm long, roughly 0.8–1.3 cm diameter), partially melted, polychromic glass bead. The 'bottle green' body is decorated with slightly wavy, horizontal white and red lines. Item 16580 (Fig. 3:7), a 2.02 cm long, 1.92 cm diameter bead of opaque black glass decorated with white and yellow dots, was also partially melted.

Missing items, known from the MSA (9.21-11):

Buckles (2 items). One probably had semicircular two-piece shank. The other, according to the description, probably had a buckle plate (Fig. 1:6).

Iron crotal-shaped pendants.

Two spindle whorls.

According to the information from Tischler and Kemke's monograph, a millefiori glass bead was also part of the grave goods (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p.27).

A bronze Roman coin (sesterce), attributed by Bolin, can possibly be assigned to burial 30.

ANALYSIS OF THE DATA

Despite the failure of the burial's entire inventory to reach the present day or to be identified (like the spindle whorls, coin, pendants, and beads), the main artefacts contributing to the chronology and typology have survived. The fibulae with notched wire rings belong to Almgren type 167 (Almgren 1923, pp.78, 241, Taf. VII:167) and are close to ring decoration types I.1 and II (Khomiakova 2012, Fig. 1:1, 3, 5). Fibula 16529 is distinguished by its size, form, and cross-section, which are similar to the majority of the Almgren type 167 artefacts from the Sambian-Natangian area (Nowakowski 1996, pp.55–59, Karte 7; Хомякова 2012a, pp.76–77, рис. 15–18, Картра 10). The other fibulae have been identified as Almgren types 161–162 (Almgren 1923, p. 241, Taf. VII:161, 162, 167). The buckle’s morphological features allow it to be attributed to D-shaped type D17 established by Madyda-Legutko (1987, pp.29–30, Karte 21). The occurrence of Almgren type 167 and 161–162 fibulae and D-shaped buckles is characteristic of Sambian-Natangian burials dating to C1a–C1b (Хомякова 2012a, pp.78–79, 104; 2012b, pp.260–261, рис. 9).

The open ring (Fig. 3:6) was probably part of a necklace and was assigned to the ring-shaped pendants. At Bol’shoe Isakovo (Ger. Lauth) and Gur’evsk-Novyy (Ger. Trausitten) Cemeteries, similar items have been discovered in burials dating to C1a–C1b and C2 (SMB-PK MVF, PM, no. 15213, 1014.14–16; Скворцов 2000, pp.147–150, рис. 168–171). The ‘spotted’ black glass bead is close to Tempelmann-Мączyńska type 198 and polychromic bead 16550 can be attributed to type 303–307 (Tempelmann-Мączyńska 1985, pp.48, 56, Taf. 8–9, 43). Similar items are common in North Europe, especially on the Baltic Sea islands during B2/C1–C1a and C1b–C2 (Ollag 1994, p.228). Millefiori glass beads, which were also found in burial 30, were widespread in Europe, including the Black Sea region, beginning in the 1st century (Алексеева 1982, pp.33–45, Табл. 47–49; Tempelmann-Мączyńska 1985, pp.58–62).

Artefacts similar to sheet metal item 16543 (Fig. 3:9) have been discovered in the Sambian-Natangian cemetery at Poddubnoje (Ger. Fürstenwalde) (Hensche 1869, p.147, Taf. III:1). One had right angles and was roughly 13.5 x 6.7 cm (HJA, PM, no. 709). The function of the artefacts cannot be clearly determined. Kemke associates them with drinking horn elements similar to items found at Thor Bergen Moor (Tischler, Kemke 1902, p.27, footnote). However, in the Sambian-Natangian culture, they are associated with different objects. They resemble the sheet metal pieces thought to be part of a belt-end fitting found in the inventory of burial 53 at Bol’shoe Isakovo Cemetery (Skvortzov 2004/2005, pp.141–142, Taf. 66:34–35). The same function has been ascribed to a similar item from burial ‘Urn 2’ at Kotel’nikovo (Ger. Wareneng) Cemetery (SMB-PK MVF, PM, no. III, 211, 1082.2). In any case, these sheet metal artefacts were discovered together with rivets, which attached them to the strap. But no rivets were discovered in Sirenevo burial 30. These sheet metal items have some similarities with the
fragments of the small amulet boxes used by the West Balts. They are known from the data from the Bogaczewo culture: Babięta (Ger. Babienten) burials 461 and 482, Mojtyny (Ger. Moythienen) burial 41, Krosno (Ger. Krosen) burial 325 (Hollack, Peiser 1904, p.50; Peiser 1921, p.115; Rudnicki et al. 2015, pp.588–589, ryc. 2a–c). The boxes incorporated the same repoussé-decorated sheet metal. The box from Babięta, which is part of the ‘Prussia’ collection currently kept at the Kaliningrad Regional History and Art Museum (No. КГОМ 18350.94), is about 4 cm high and has similar measurements to the item from Sirenevo burial 30. The piece of sheet metal was deformed; it may have been folded before being placed in the grave.

No definitive conclusions could be made about the function of item 16543, a piece of sheet metal. However, all the parallels are connected with stylistic features attributed to ‘prestigious’ artefacts from North and Central European antiquities that date to C1–C2 (see Ilkjær 1993, Abb. 81; Czarnecka 2010, p.229, ryc. 2). Similar items, dated to no later than the same period, have been discovered in the Wielbark culture, which existed near the West Balts (Nataniewicz-Sekula, Okulicz-Kozaryn 2011, p.33, Pl. XV, XVI, CCXL:9, CCXLIII:13).

The Sirenevo burial 30 item with a thick triangular cross-section and the ‘wolf’s tooth’ design (Fig. 3:8) was assigned to the bracelet category by Tischler and Kemke. Two individual pieces are depicted in the illustration (Tischler, Kemke 1902, Taf. XIV:14, 15). The end of item 16543 in the SMB-PK MVF shows signs of destruction (Fig. 3:8), which allows the assumption to be made that these could have originally been two fragments of a coiled artefact. Although this item has no analogies in the Sambian-Natangian area, it is recognized that analogous finds of coiled items with snakelike terminals, Andersson (1993, fig. 79; 1995, fig. 47) types B/C, are common among the C1b–C2 artefacts from Bornholm, Gotland, and Öland. The item could have derived from such an object. A similar idea was proposed by Schmiedehelm, who associated it with a neck-ring in her files (Fig. 1:6). Neck-rings with the laminar terminals with snakelike shapes are known in the Estonian material culture from the same period (Moora 1938, pp.304–305, 352, Abb. 42:5).

Although snake-head bracelet 16532 (Figs. 1:3, 3:1) should be described in the context of the snake-head artefacts that occurred in the Baltic Sea region during C1–C2, it should be seen more as an example of the jewellery practices characteristic of the West Balts. The bracelet’s terminals characteristic of the West Balts one while the shank is adorned with a notched design. Spiral bracelets produced from wire were common in Baltic territories during the Iron Age. In the Late Roman period, which is associated with C1–C2 in Central European chronology, similar bracelets with shanks decorated with punched designs were developed in West Lithuania (Michelbertas 1986, pp.146–148, pav. 59:3, 4). Data from Palanga, Bandužiai, and Kurmaičiai Cemeteries have yielded information about analogous bracelets made from wire that have a triangular cross-section and punched decoration (Kulikauskas 1968, pav. 17:4, 21:1, 2, 23:1, 2; Tautavičius 1968 p.134, pav. 13:4; Stankus 1995, p.70, pav. 59:1, 5, 6). A close analogy of the bracelet occurs in the Sambian-Natangian area, namely in Okunevo (Ger. Grebieten) burial 155, which dates to C1a (Fig. 5:3). The bracelet was found together with Almgren type 93 and 130 fibulae and a square-shaped buckle, which could be assigned to Madyda-Legutko group G (HJA, PM IV.227–9.5416; Almgren 1923, pp.46–47, Taf. IV:93, VI:130; Madyda-Legutko 1987, pp.48–49). On the whole, the burial’s date can be associated with C1.

**COMPARATIVE CHARACTERISTICS WITH THE DATA FROM MOSKOVSKOYE 1 BURIAL 6**

Another cuff bracelet (Figs. 4:4; 11:2) from the Sambian-Natangian area was discovered in burial 6, an urn cremation, in Moskovskoye 1 Cemetery, Bagrationovsk District (Ger. Kreis Heiligenbeil) (Tonyšen 2009, pp.20–23, ruc. 76–84). The burial's
data have been published (Скворцов 2012, pp.121–123, рис. 9). The burial’s pottery assemblage included a hand-built urn and a vessel with a slightly everted rim. The ornaments consisted of Almgren type 161–162 crossbow fibulae (with three knobs) (Fig. 4:1, 2), a monochromatic powder-blue glass bead (Fig. 4:3), which is close to Tempelmann-Mączyńska type 30 (Almgren 1923, p.241, Taf. VII:161, 162; Tempelmann-Mączyńska 1985, p.94, Tab. 8; Taf. 1), and two bronze Roman coins (sesterces of Antoninus Pius and Hadrian) (Fig. 4:7, 8). The complex contained fragments of a so-called payment tin (about 9.4 g), which was probably a part of silver vessel covered with a punched design (Fig. 4:5, 6). The grave good assemblage allows the burial to be attributed to C1a–C1b, which corresponds to Sirenevo burial 30.

According to the archaeological attribution, both Moskovskoye 1 burial 6 and Sirenevo burial 30 can be considered female; both had ornaments and no weapons.

Both also contained artefacts, which can be regarded as local imitations of prestige goods characteristic of the elite class from the Danish islands and South Baltic Sea region. Common imports, e.g. glass beads and Roman coins, as well as a coin bank were also present. These artefacts could be regarded as representative of the local groups that performed distribution and exchange functions in the local system of contacts and played a leading cultural assimilation role. According to the archival data, Sirenevo Cemetery should be located on the NE slope of a sandy hill which was near the Eisselbitten (now Sirenevo) farmstead and one of the tributaries of the River Zelenogradka (Ger. Bledauer Beek). The cemetery is associated with one of the largest site clusters in the area of the Sambian Peninsula and the inter-

Fig. 4. The inventory of Moskovskoye 1 burial 6: 1, 2 – fibulae; 3 – a bead; 4 – a cuff bracelet; 5, 6 – pieces of a silver vessel; 7, 8 – Roman coins. 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 – bronze; 3 – glass; 5, 6 – silver (1–6 – drawings by O. Khomiakova; 5–8 – after Скворцов 2012, Fig. 9).
fluence between the Medvezhya and the Kurovka (see Khomiakova 2016, pp.62–72, Figs. 2, 3). The Zelenogradka, which flows into the Curonian Lagoon, is one of the possible routes that led to the West Lithuanian coastline in the Roman period. Moskovskoye 1 Cemetery is located within a cluster of settlements along the shore of the Vistula Lagoon and is connected with the route that led to a Wielbark culture centre in the Elbląg Upland (Okulicz-Kozaryn 1992; Khomiakova 2016, pp.62, 69). Intensive contacts might have caused higher-status symbols and local imitations of ornaments typical for the neighbouring cultures to appear in the inventory of the Sambian-Natangian female burials.

THE QUESTION OF THE ORIGIN OF THE CUFF BRACELETS

Several types of band bracelets (variants I–III) are represented in the material culture of the Sambian-Natangian area from B2/C1–C1a to C2. They are characterized by a flattened, spindly (0.9–1.6 cm wide) shank and zones of punched decoration. The terminals are adorned with crisscross grooves bounded by diametric lines (Fig. 5:1). A great number of them have been discovered together with Almgren type 167, 161–162 fibulae (with three knobs) and D-shaped buckles and are attributed to C1a–C1b and C2. Meanwhile, the earliest Sambian-Natangian flat band bracelets (variant III) are found with Almgren group V and type 130 crossbow fibulae and date to B2/C1–C1a. The bracelets are characterized by a maximum width of 1.6–1.9 cm, a shaft decorated with notched ridges, and terminals inlaid with iron wire (for more, see Хомякова 2010, pp.278–283, 288, ris. 1–3).

In this case, Sambian-Natangian bracelets with type IV (Хомякова 2012a, pp.176–177, ris. 79, 80) or type Trömpau (see Nowakowski 1996, pp.56–57) snake-like terminals stand out (Fig. 5:2). These items are attributed to B2/C1–C1a at the latest. This form is distinguished from the typical Sambian cast bracelets with snake-like terminals by a shank produced from flattened metal with repoussé vertical ridges. The shank’s massiveness (from 1.3–1.5 cm to 3.5–5.5 cm wide) places them close to the discussed cuff bracelet form. Finally, some of the typical Sambian bracelets with snake-like terminals were designed in the same style as the cuff bracelets (see Хомякова 2012a, прил. I.4.1.1.b, ris. 76).

Thus it is seen that large numbers of band bracelets assignable to several types are found in the material culture of the Sambian-Natangian area in B2/C1 and C1. The range of the variations and hybrid forms reflects the general ‘culture medium’, which made their appearance possible. The culture was caused by the special role of the Sambian-Natangian area as the zone with the most intensive contacts within the range of the West Balts. This does not contradict the opinion that cuff bracelets could have derived from Wielbark culture’s snakehead items, which had intermediate forms on the Sambian Peninsula (Nowakowski 1989, pp.148–149, ryс. 3; 1996, p.32, Taf. 55:5; 1998, p.61; 2007, pp.61–63). Only sporadic finds have occurred in the Sambian-Natangian area. The incidence of the cuff bracelets coincides with the territory of the Bogaczewo and Sudovian cultures (see Fig. 11:3–23). Items with a flattened, spindly shank, which are typical for the Sambian Peninsula and date to C1a–C1b, have many analogies in West Lithuania (Michelbertas 1986, pp.144, 145, pag. 53, 57; Хомякова 2010, p.284, ris. 6).

The cuff bracelets typical of the Masurian Lake District and Suwałki Region mainly date to no earlier than B2/C1–C1 and no later than C2 (Nowakowski 1991, pp.59, 66, ryс. 8). The inclusion of the Sambian bracelets does not expand these boundaries. The ‘earliest’ cuff bracelets were discovered together with crossbar fibulae (e.g. Gąsiora burial 314, Miętkie I (Ger. Mingfen) burial 498, and Sterławki Wielkie burial 57, Tuchlin), the ‘latest’ with crossbow fibulae with a bent foot (e.g. Netta burials 31, 78, 138A, Czerwony Dwór barrow 32). Two types of cuff bracelets have been distinguished on the basis of the form of the shank (spindly or massive) and the terminals (straight or tapering). Cuff bracelets with
tapering terminals are considered to be derivatives (Szymański 2005, pp.56–57; Jaskanis 2013, pp.154–156). It is possible that the two forms occur in both chronological groups. Data from Wyszembork, Paprotki Kolonia I, and Netta Cemeteries (Bogaczewo and Sudovian cultures) attests that bracelets of both types occur in certain complexes (see Bitner-Wróblewska 2007, p.56 and the cited literature).

Cuff bracelets from the Sambian-Natangian area are characterized by a spindly shank and straight terminals and can be attributed to the ‘typical’ form. Their closest analogies are in Netta burials 27, 78, 138A/B (Fig. 6:1–24), Czerwony Dwór XXII burial 1 (Fig. 6:25–30), and Szwajcaria burial 1 (Fig. 7:1–3) (Bitner-Wróblewska 2007, Pl. XIV:1–2, XXX-VII:1–10, LXXXI:1–7; Jaskanis 2013, Pl. XCVI; Szymański 2013, Fig. 11).

Cuff bracelets are also found in about ten places in Lithuanian territory (Figs. 7:4–9; 8–10; 11:24–31), the majority in the area of the East Lithuanian barrow culture and Southwest Lithuania (Michelbertas 2011, pp.76–81, pav. 7–10; Медведев 2011, pp.161–162). Most belong to the type with a massive (roughly 6–9 cm wide) shank (Lietuvos 1978, pav. 53; Michelbertas 1986, pp.140–141, pav. 54:2) (Figs. 8:1, 2; 9). The ‘typical’ bracelet form has also been determined (Fig. 10). The chronological attribution of the bracelets in both territories should be concurrent and associated with C1b–C2 (Bliujienė 2013, pav. 339, 340).

It should be noted that the problem of the connections and contacts of the Wielbark and Sudovian cultures with East and Southwest Lithuania have been discussed (Nowakowski 2004/2005, pp.5–16; Vaitkevičius 2005; Bliujienė 2016).

The similarity of the cuff bracelets in these burial assemblages with those from the Sambian Peninsula, the area near the Vistula Lagoon, the Masurian Lake District, and the Suwałki region should be noted. Some burials with cuff bracelets from the Bogaczewo and Sudovian cultures as well as the
Fig. 6. The inventory of burials with cuff bracelets from the Bogaczewo and Sudovian cultures: 1–24 – Netta burial 78; 25–30 – Czerwony Dwór XXII burial 1. 1, 2, 29 – fibulae; 3, 25 – bracelets; 9–16, 30 – belt fittings; 7 – a neck-ring; 4–6, 17–23, 26, 27 – necklace elements; 24, 28 – spindle whorls (after Bitner-Wróblewska 2007, Pl. XXXVI–XXXVII; Szymański 2013, ryc. 11 with additions).
Fig. 7. The inventory of burials with cuff bracelets from the Sudovian culture and Southwest Lithuania: 1–3 – Szwajcaria burial 1; 4–9 – Eitulionys barrow II. 1 – a pectoral ornament; 2, 4, 9 – bracelets; 3 – a buckle; 5 – a bead; 7 – a fibula; 8 – a penannular fibula (after Jaskanis 2013, Pl. XCVI; Blujienē 2013, pav. 322 with additions).
Fig. 8. Cuff bracelets: 1, 2 – Bakšiai (SHM, no. 982/13, 14); 3 – Babięta burial 44 (Kaliningrad Region History and Art Museum, PM, no. 1637). Drawings by O. Khomiakova.
Fig. 9. Cuff bracelets from Bakšiai: 1 – SHM, no. 982/11; 2 – SHM, no. 982/12. Drawings by O. Khomiakova.
Sambian-Natangian culture contain imitations of prestige goods distinctive of the Central and North European elites.

The inventory of Netta burials 78 and 138A (Sudovian culture) included cuff bracelets as well as local imitations of crotal-shaped pendants, crossbow fibulae with a bent foot and three knobs joined with a chain, a neck-ring with notched wire ring decoration, and a D-shaped buckle (Bitner-Wróblewska 2007, pp. 25, 37, Pl. XXXV, XXXVI, LXXI). The ornaments decorated with notched wire rings, imitation filigree, and granulation imitations (e.g. the discussed Paprotki Kolonia I and Netta burials) can be considered local symbols of higher-status and indicators of intercultural communications not only among the West Balts but also the East-Germanic and Northern European tribes. The same assumption can be made about the assemblages with cuff bracelets from the area of the East Lithuanian barrow culture and Southwest Lithuania. Massive items have been found there together with enamel ornaments and neck-rings with hooks and decorative discs: for example in Medžionys barrow I and Eitulionys barrow II (Antanavičius 1970, pav. 2:1; Bluijus 1983, pav. 9; Bluijienė 2013, pav. 322). However, this ornament assemblage first appeared in Sudovian culture burials. Cuff bracelets of both types (‘typical’ and ‘massive’) that are attributable to B2/C1–C1a were discovered together with an openwork enamel ornament and an imitation of the ‘Samland’ belt set in barrow 20, burial 2 (Jaskanis 2013, tab. XXX, XXXI) and with the enamel pectoral ornament in Szwajcaria burial S.1, a flat burial (Jaskanis 2013, tab. XCVI) (Fig. 7:1–3).
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**CONCLUSIONS**

Cuff bracelets should be regarded as a form that originated near the boundary of the West Baltic and East Germanic tribes in B2/C1 and C1a as a result of contact with the Wielbark culture. The role of the Sambian-Natangian culture in the development of cuff bracelets was probably determined by the implication of the earliest band items, which date to B2/C1 and are known from the Sambian Peninsula. The form's development occurred in the territory of the Masurian Lake District and Suwałki. The type's further evolution is connected with Southwest Lithuania. All of the bracelets have been attributed to the same chronological horizon although the ‘massive’ items from Southwest Lithuania can be dated a bit later.

The cuff bracelets from the Sambian-Natangian area and the E part of the territory of the West Balts are morphologically close to the ‘classic’ form and can be determined to be imports from the Masurian Lake District and Suwałki.

Some of the bracelets from the Sambian-Natangian, Bogaczewo, and Sudovian cultures were discovered in the burials of members of local groups and arrived through trans-regional contacts. They are found in association with local imitations of prestige ornaments with ring decorations, Roman coins, a coin bank, and common imports, e.g. glass beads. The same assumption can be made about the items from Lithuania, which were found together with enamel goods.

Consequently, cuff bracelets are revealed to be not just an example of the West Baltic jewellery tradi-
tion. These items vividly reflect the ‘bridge’ between the population of the SW and NE areas of the territory of the West Balts on the Baltic Ridge from the Elbląg Upland to Aukštaitija. Conclusions, which have become possible to make owing to previously unknown data from Sambian-Natangian burials at Sirenevo and Moskovskoye 1 Cemeteries, play an important role in the argument.
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THE ORIGINS OF CUFF BRACELETS IN WEST BALT CULTURES (ACCORDING TO DATA FROM SAMBIAN-NATANGIAN...
(2, 3 pav.). Kapo inventoriaus analizė rodo daugybę analogių su Šiaurės ir Centrinos Europos bei Vakarų Lietuvos C1b–C2 periodo archeologine medžiaga. Dalis radinių gali būti traktuojami kaip „prestigiinių“ daiktų imitacija.

XIX a. pabaigoje aptikto Sirenevo (Eisselbitten) kapinyno (Tischler 1879, p.259; 1880, p.5–10) k. 30 duomenys palyginti su 2000 m. aptikto Sembos-Notangos kultūros Moskovskoje 1 kapinyno (Голубев 2009, p.20–23, psl. 76–84; Скворцов 2012, c.121–123, psl. 9) k. 6 kompleksu (4 pav.). Abiejose kapuose rasta rankogaliniių apyrankių, juose panašus inventorių ir yra datuojami tuo pačiu C1a–C1b laikotarpiu. Pagal įkapes galima manyti, kad tai moterų kapai. Kapinynų, kuriuose aptikta rankogalių apyrankių, lokalizacija siejama su Sembos-Notangos kultūros gyvenviečių, išsidėsčiusių šalia pagrindinių prekybos kelių grupėmis. Šie keliai viena kryptimi vedė link Elbingo aukštumos, kita link Vakarų Lietuvos pakrantės.

Rankogalinės apyrankės kildinamos iš ankstviusių formų juostinių apyrankių, jos atsirado Sembos-Notangos teritorijoje B2/C1 ir C1a periodo netoli Vakarų baltų ir Rytų germanų kultūrinės ribos, ryšių su Velbarko kultūra zonoje (5 pav.). Sembos-Notangos kultūros rankogaliniių apyrankių įvairovė ir hibridinės formos atspindi pagrindinių kultūrinį kontekstą, kuriamė įsikilo nauji dirbinių tipai.

Aptariamų dirbinių formos vystėsi Mozūrijos ežeryno, Suvalkų ir Pietvakarių Lietuvos teritorijoje (11 pav.). „Klasikinės“ Sembos-Notangos regiono ir Vakarų baltų kultūros rato rytinės dalies rankogalinės apyrankės vertinamos kaip importas iš Mozūrijos ežeryno ir Suvalkų (2, 10 pav.). Tiek tipinius, tiek masyviusios apyrankės priskiriamos tam pačiam chronologiniams horizontams. Dalis Sembos-Notangos, Bogačevo ir Suvalkų kultūrų apyrankių rastos kartu su prestižinių papuošalų vietinėmis imitacijomis (Sirenevo (Eisselbitten) kapinyno k. 30, Netta kapinyno k. 78, Paprotki Kolonia I kapinynas), romeniskomis monetomis, mokėjimui skirtais alavo lydiniais (Moskovskoje 1 kapinyno k. 6), masinio importo dirbiniais, pvz., stiklo karoliais (Sirenevo (Eisselbitten) kapinyno k. 30). Jos gali būti laikomos tarpregioninių ryšių būdu atkeliavusiai vietinių grupių narių laidojimo atributais (6 pav.). Tai pati priešingai aiškinta ir Lietuvos teritorijos, kur rankogalinės apyrankės aptinkamos kartu su emaliuotais dirbiniais, radiniais (7 pav.). Rankogalinės apyrankės yra Vakarų baltų teritorijai būdingos juvylikos tradicijos pavyzdys, kita vertus, šių dirbinių archeologinis kontekstas ir paplitimas atspindi „tiltą“ tarp pietvakarinių ir šiaurynių Vakarų baltų kultūrų rato teritorijų (11 pav.). Nauji Sembos-Notangos kultūros Sirenevo (Eisselbitten) ir Moskovskoje kapinyų duomenys ir jų pagrindu suformuluotos išvados vaidina svarbų vaidmenį pagrindžiant šį teiginį.

ILIUSTRACIJŲ SĄRAŠAS


2 pav. Sirenevo (Eisselbitten) kapinyno k. 30 rankogalinės apyrankės: 1 – SMB-PK MVF, PM, Nr. 16531, 2 – SMB-PK MVF, PM, Nr. 16532. O. Chomiakovos pieš. ir nuotr.

3 pav. Sirenevo (Eisselbitten) kapinyno k. 30 įkapės: 1, 2 – segės, 3 – karolis, 4 – rankogalinė apyrankė, 5, 6 – sidabrinio indo dalys, 7, 8 – Romos monetos. 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 – žalvaris, 3, 5, 6 – stiklas (1–6 – pagal Скворцов 2012, рис. 9).

4 pav. Moskovskoje 1 kapinyno k. 6 įkapės: 1, 2 – segės, 3 – karolis, 4 – rankogalinė apyrankė, 5, 6 – sidabrino indo daly, 7, 8 – Romos monetos. 1, 2, 4, 7, 8 – žalvaris, 3 – stiklas, 5, 6 – sidabras (1–6 – O. Chomiakovos pieš., 5–8 – pagal Скворцов 2012, рис. 9).

5 pav. Sembos-Notangos kultūros rankogalinės
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Apyrankės: 1 – Bolšoje Isakovo kapinyno k. 88, 2 – nežinoma vieta (Povarovka (Kirpehnen)?) (SMB-PK MVF, Nr. Pr 5130, 3 – Okunevo (Grebeiten) kapinyno k. 155 (1, 2 – O. Chomiakovos pieš., 3 – pagal HJA, PM, Nr. IV, 227–9.5416).
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